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Abstract.

Carbon-based thin films deposited on surfaces exposed to a typical
capacitively-coupled RF plasma are sources of molecular precursors at the origin
of nanoparticle growth. This growth leads to drastic changes of the plasma
characteristics. Thus, a precise understanding of the dusty plasma structure
and dynamics is required to control the plasma evolution and the nanoparticle
growth. Optical diagnostics can reveal some particular features occurring in
these kinds of plasmas. High-speed imaging of the plasma glow shows that
instabilities induced by nanoparticle growth can be constituted of small brighter
plasma regions (plasmoids) that rotate around the electrodes. A single bigger
region of enhanced emission is also of particular interest: the void, a main central
dust-free region, has very distinct plasma properties than the surrounding dusty
region. This particularity is emphasized using optical emission spectroscopy with
spatiotemporal resolution. Emission profiles are obtained for the buffer gas and
the carbonaceous molecules giving insights on the changes of the electron energy
distribution function during dust particle growth. Dense clouds of nanoparticles
are shown to be easily formed from two different thin films, one constituted of
polymer and the other one created by the plasma decomposition of ethanol.

‡ Present address: PRISME, UPRES EA 4229 Univ. Orléans, F-18020 Bourges, France
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1. Introduction

Dusty plasmas are fascinating media revealing very
complex interactions between dust particles and
between dust particles and the plasma. The presence
of nanoparticles or dust particles in a plasma is a quite
common situation. These large particles (with respect
to ions and electrons) can be deliberately produced by
using appropriate plasma chemistries and conditions
or unintentionally obtained due to an uncontrolled
nucleation in the gas phase or the injection of wall or
electrode fragments. These multicomponent plasmas
are then called dusty (or complex) plasmas [1–3] and
the presence of this additional massive species induces
the existence of many new phenomena. Dusty plasmas
are easily encountered in many different fields as
in astrophysics [4–7], thermonuclear fusion plasmas
[8–10] and industrial plasmas [11, 12]. The knowledge
of chemical and physical processes at the origin of
nanoparticle formation, growth and dynamics is thus
of major interest and needs to be investigated both
theoretically and experimentally.

Capacitively-coupled radio-frequency (ccrf) dis-
charges are convenient setups to implement precise in-
situ diagnostics that can reveal the fundamental pro-
cesses involved in dusty plasmas. In order to form
nanoparticles, two main approaches are used, either
through the injection of a molecular precursor or by
sputtering a thin film deposited on the electrodes. Sev-
eral molecular precursors can be used, originally in
the gas state (Silane [11, 13], HMDSO [14, 15], acety-
lene [16–20], or methane [6, 21–23]. When dust parti-
cles are obtained by sputtering a thin film, the plasma
ions impinging the surfaces exposed to the plasma are
injecting reactive species in the gas phase. Then, these
molecules behave in a rather similar way than an in-
jected reactive gas and enter in reaction pathways lead-
ing to nanoparticle growth. Many materials can be
easily sputtered in this way: graphite [24–26], tungsten
[25, 27], polymers [3, 28] or other materials [25, 29, 30].

In the present study, thin film sputtering is the
chosen method to grow dense nanoparticle clouds. As
nanoparticles are growing in the plasma, they get
electrically charged and strongly disturb the electron
distribution function. Thus, changes in plasma and
discharge characteristics contain a footprint of the
growth process. These modifications can be detected
using non-intrusive optical diagnostics. In this paper,
we show that normal or high-speed imaging and
optical emission spectroscopy with spatiotemporal
resolution are interesting techniques to reveal some
impressive phenomena occurring in dusty plasmas. A
focus is proposed on particular instabilities (rotating
plasmoids) occurring during dust particle growth and
on the complex dust cloud structure containing a
central dust-free region (the void) with different plasma

properties. More generally, this work shows that dense
dust particle clouds can be easily obtained from thin
film sputtering.

2. High-speed imaging of plasma emission

instabilities during dust particle growth

Due to the presence of dust particles affecting the
plasma equilibrium, dusty plasmas are media where
many different types of instabilities can appear.
Usually, these instabilities can be detected easily
by any plasma or discharge diagnostics. In some
particular cases, high-speed imaging is able to reveal
unstable phenomena that are not detectable with
other diagnostics. It is for example the case of
a particular behavior that we called the carousel
instability [31] and consisting of millimeter size regions
of enhanced emission (plasmoids) rotating around
the electrode circumference. These experiments
are performed in the PKE-Nefedov reactor, a ccrf
discharge in push-pull mode (both electrodes are
powered), where nanoparticles are grown by sputtering
a thin film composed of polymer microparticles
(melamine formaldehyde) and grown nanoparticles
from previous experiments. This film present on the
electrodes is sputtered by an Ar plasma created at ∼

4 W and ∼ 1.5 mbar (without gas flow).
The carousel instability is not well-detected by

the diagnostics integrating global changes of plasma
or discharge properties. Indeed, the plasma is not
globally changing during the rotation of these regions,
it is just the places of enhanced emission that are
moved. Plasmoids have been observed in several
typical laboratory discharges [31–38] but their origin
is still unclear. They seem to be favored by electric
field disturbances as they are observed in grid holes
[37] or preferentially close to guard rings encircling
electrodes [31–33]. In this last case, the number of
plasmoids can vary and their regular rotation around
the circumference of the electrodes has been reported
[31–33]. Other kinds of rotating instabilities are
known to occur in dusty or electronegative plasmas
that are related to the void rotation [25, 39, 40], to
rotating plasmoids in the middle of the interelectrode
region [38] or to a more general rotation of the entire
plasma [41]. In the present experiments, the regular
rotation of plasmoids has been obtained during dust
particle growth instabilities (DPGI) [25, 28, 39, 42, 43]
and detected thanks to high-speed imaging at a few
thousands frames per second (fps). An example is
given in figure 1 where 8 plasmoids in the vicinity
of each electrode are rotating clockwise. This figure
shows an extracted raw image from the movie taken at
5000 fps and the filtered image where the background
plasma emission has been removed. As it can be seen,
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Figure 1. Rotating plasmoids during DPGI. Eight plasmoids
in front of each electrode are moving with a clockwise rotation.
Raw image and the filtered one after background subtraction.
The background is obtained by averaging plasma emission over
time (at least during a complete plasmoid rotation).

plasmoids are difficult to detect in the raw image as
their light is superimposed on the bright presheath
emission. The 8 plasmoids have a typical size of about
3 mm and they take the path around the electrodes
in about 25 ms corresponding to a typical speed ∼ 5
m/s. This relatively high speed confirms the difficulty
to detect them using classical 25 fps cameras.

This carousel instability is quite tricky to obtain as
the occurrence and the number of plasmoids is highly
fluctuating during DPGI. In addition, they are not
always rotating so clearly and more irregular behaviors
can be observed [33].

During an experiment, a single plasmoid rotating
around the bottom electrode has been obtained. A
slight change in the applied RF power changed its
rotation speed. A change from 3.3 W to 4 W with
steps of about 0.1 W, leads to a slight gradual increase
of the speed from 7 m/s up to 7.4 m/s. Even if this
change is relatively small, it is significant and further
experiments are required to better characterize the
dynamics and structure of these plasmoids. Indeed,
several questions arise from these observations. They
are related to the origin of the plasmoids, the physical
phenomenon inducing their rotation (as no magnetic
field is voluntarily applied), the presence or not of

nanoparticles inside the plasmoids (are they similar to
usual voids observed in dusty plasmas?) and finally
to the plasma properties inside them. In this context,
future experiments will be conducted using different
laser diagnostics to improve our understanding of this
surprising phenomenon.

3. Imaging of the dust cloud: the void

In many discharges, especially in ccrf discharges, a
main dust-free region appears in the center of the
plasma [3, 20, 25, 44–51]. This void is the consequence
of an equilibrium between an outward ion drag force
pushing away the negatively charged dust particles
and an inward electric force [45]. This region has
been studied with micrometer size dust particles under
microgravity conditions [47, 52] or using an additional
force like thermophoresis in on-ground experiments
[53]. In dust forming plasmas, due to the submicron
size of the dust particles, the gravity is not the
predominant force and this region can be observed
more easily. This region is of particular interest as
it is involved in fundamental aspects of dust particle
growth and plasma stability. Indeed, it has been
shown that this dust-free space enables the growth
of successive generations of dust particles while a
new nucleation cannot occur in regions already filled
with dust particles [14, 17, 21, 46, 48, 54–56]. The
abrupt transition between these two regions creates
a relatively unstable equilibrium characterized by the
occurrence of a wide variety of self-excited instabilities
of the void [45, 57–60].

The plasma properties inside the void are
drastically different from the dust containing plasma
surrounding it. This difference is easily observed to
the naked eye by just looking at the plasma glow.
When the grown dust particle density is relatively high,
the void appears to be a region of enhanced emission
[39, 51, 61] as shown in figure 2. The light emission
properties are connected to the plasma parameters,
especially to the electron density and temperature, and
to the species created in the volume. In sputtering
discharges as in the PKE-Nefedov reactor, the emission
from produced molecules has also to be taken into
account in addition to the buffer gas emission. Optical
Emission Spectroscopy (OES) is then a very useful
non intrusive diagnostics to get insights on the plasma
properties in the dusty region and inside the void.

4. Optical emission spectroscopy during dust

particle growth

Optical emission spectroscopy is a relatively simple
diagnostics to implement in many plasma discharges.
Nevertheless, the analysis of the obtained spectra is
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Figure 2. Picture of the plasma glow emission in the presence
of grown dust particles except in the central part of the plasma
where a very bright dust-free region (void) is formed.

always relatively challenging. Its application to dusty
plasmas can provide interesting information on the
plasma changes induced by the growing dust particles
[61]. As the structure of a growing dust particle cloud
is changing continuously, a spatiotemporal analysis of
the plasma emission is required. For this purpose, two
optical lenses concentrate the light of the 3 cm high
plasma on a bundle of 32 optical fibers mounted on
a 1 cm vertical line. The plasma emission is then
analyzed by a spectrometer with a focal length of
500 mm and a CCD detector of 400x1340 pixels. A
600 lines/mm grating is used as a good compromise
between wavelength resolution and observed range.

Before analyzing directly the plasma emission, the
spectrometer is used to follow dust particle growth by
looking at the signal at 685 nm corresponding to the
light scattered by the nanoparticle cloud illuminated
by a laser sheet. As shown in figure 3, a Laser Light
Scattering (LLS) signal starts to be detected at around
80 s after the plasma ignition. It is observed nearly
simultaneously in the plasma center (fiber 20) and
bottom edge (the laser light sheet was not optimized
to observe the upper part of the interelectrode space).
As dust particles are growing, they start moving
downwards (from ∼ 200 s to ∼ 1000 s) due to gravity
leaving a huge central dust-free region. Then, they
accumulate in the discharge bottom part between the
sheath and the plasma center.

Knowing the dust cloud spatial distribution in the
discharge, the atomic and molecular species present
in the plasma can be considered. As dust particle
growth is obtained from the sputtering of a melamine
formaldehyde film, several carbonaceous molecules are
observed as C2 (Swan band system around 516.52 nm),
CN (violet system around 388.34 nm) and CH (Gerö
band around 431.42 nm). OES in the visible range
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Figure 3. Laser Light scattering signal at 685 nm collected
by the 32 fibers and the optical emission spectrometer. Dust
particles start to be detected at about 100 s close to the plasma
center. As they grow, the gravity drags them downwards close
to the presheath region where they accumulate.

cannot provide information on higher mass molecules.
Those can be investigated using mass spectrometry [2,
16,23] or absorption techniques [5,17,23,62], the latter
being also able to give absolute species concentration.
While the spatiotemporal evolution of CH is more
difficult to connect to dust particle growth, CN and
C2 behave similarly in a way that can be connected
to dust particle growth kinetics. As shown in figure
4, the strong C2 emission is mainly located in the
plasma center region and not in the presheath regions.
The emission intensity rapidly increases in the plasma
center as soon as the plasma is ignited. After 50
s, the intensity starts to decrease until 300 s also
corresponding to the time where the high emission
region has the smallest size. Then, a continuous
increase in the emission intensity is observed. In first
approximation, the line intensity is connected to the
species density. More precisely, to the population of the
upper level of the observed transition, which is function
of the electron density and energy. Self-absorption
is considered as constant during the experiment. As
carbon is involved in dust particle growth, its density
is highly changing during this process and the evolution
in figure 4 can be due: first to an important increase
of the carbon species density due to plasma sputtering,
then to an important consumption of C2 due to dust
particle growth, and finally to an equilibrium between
carbon molecule production and a smaller consumption
in the slow surface deposition phase of the growth [2].
Two hypotheses could be suggested to explain the
fact that the C2 emission is mainly observed in the
center. First, growing dust particles present in the rest
of the plasma can trap C2 molecules in their vicinity
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Figure 4. Intensity of the head of the C2 Swan band system at
516.52 nm as a function of time for the 32 fibers.

leading to a smaller C2 emission in these dusty regions.
Secondly, the void can be a region of smaller electron
energy while presheaths are known to be the places
of electron heating in particular when dust particles
accumulate in these regions. As the excitation energy
of C2 is small (∼ 2.4 eV) compared to argon, C2

could be more easily excited in the regions of colder
electrons. Indeed, by comparing figures 3 and 4, it
clearly appears that regions of low C2 emission are
in accordance with dusty regions evidenced by LLS.
The fact that the void region contains smaller energy
electrons is in accordance with previous experimental
[61] and simulation works [63].

To better understand the evolution of the carbon
molecule lines, several typical argon lines have been
analyzed. The lines well-known to be mainly populated
from the ground state by high energy electrons (as for
example the 750.59 nm line requires at least 13.48 eV)
have a higher emission in the presheath regions and a
much weaker one in the plasma center, as expected.
In addition, these lines have an increasing emission as
dust particles are growing, especially in the bottom
part of the interelectrode space where they accumulate.
This is consistent with the considered higher electron
temperature in plasmas containing dust particles [63–
70]. The above observation and the results presented
in figure 4 tend to show that the dust particle presence
in the plasma and the formation of the void, drastically
affect the electron energy distribution function. It
shows that the electron population in the void seems
to be colder than in dusty regions.

In order to confirm this assumption, the ratio
between two argon lines is calculated in figure 5.
This ratio has been shown to be an easy method
for providing information on the electron energy
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Figure 5. Ratio of the 420.19 nm and 419.95 nm argon lines as
a function of time for the 32 fibers.

distribution function [71–73]. These two lines at
419.95 nm and 420.19 nm (419.83 nm and 420.07 nm
in air) have roughly the same ground-state optical
emission cross-sections and thus their excitation due
to high-energy electrons is similar. In contrast,
their excitation through metastable levels is clearly
different, the 420.19 line being highly favored by this
process. As shown in figure 5, this ratio is close to
1 in the presheath region where dust particles tend
to accumulate while it can be as strong as 3.5 in
the void region. The fact that this ratio evolves
during dust particle growth and its spatial distribution,
confirm that higher energy electrons are mainly in the
dusty regions and low energy electrons able to induce
emission through metastables, are more present in the
dust-free region. While a complete understanding of
the time evolution of this ratio during dust particle
growth has to be further improved, it is a clear
confirmation of the presence of colder electrons in the
void (compared to electrons in the dusty regions).

5. Dust particle growth in the ”soot”

experiment

A new experimental setup has been developed in
GREMI to study dust particle growth in various
chemistries. This setup has been built in the
framework of a project related to soot formation
from biofuels. The objective is to study in
controlled conditions, the possible formation of soot
particles from a simple and typical liquid like ethanol
(C2H5OH). The new chamber is 40 cm in diameter and
the electrodes are 20 cm in diameter. As in usual ccrf
discharge, one electrode (the upper one) is powered
with a rf generator 0-300 W, while the other one is
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Figure 6. Dust cloud illuminated by a green laser at 532 nm.
Dust particles are grown by sputtering a carbon-based deposited
layer with an argon plasma. The thin film was the result of
ethanol decomposition in an argon/ethanol plasma.

grounded. The distance between the two electrodes
can be adjusted up to a distance of 10 cm. Several
reactive gases can be injected, like acetylene, and the
reactor is also equipped with a Controlled Evaporator
Mixer allowing the injection of argon (or other gases)
mixed with a vaporized liquid.

Currently, only several discharge conditions have
been explored as many parameters can be tuned: rf
power, total pressure, argon flow, ethanol percentage,
distance between the electrodes. The formation
of nanoparticles directly in the gas phase has not
been obtained up to now. Nevertheless, during the
Ar/ethanol plasma, the ethanol decomposition leads to
the formation of a dense brown film on the electrodes.
Then, a pure Ar plasma is created and the argon
ion bombardment on this carbon based film induces
the injection of precursors in the gas phase. As in
the PKE-Nefedov reactor these molecules lead to the
formation of nanoparticles easily detected through the
change in the electrical characteristics of the discharge.
Once they have grown to a few tens of nanometers,
LLS using a laser sheet (at 532 nm) is able to reveal
their presence in between the electrodes as shown in
figure 6. A dense cloud is clearly visible even outside
the interelectrode region. It contains different dust
particle generations that are not mixed and shows two
symmetric lobes. A void region cannot be clearly
evidenced in this cloud, suggesting that either the
discharge parameters or the reactor geometry do not
favor the void appearance. It is noted that, in
conditions that need to be confirmed, two symmetric
voids (in each lobes) have been observed.

As in the PKE-Nefedov reactor, different types
of complex instabilities have been observed, including
rotating instabilities. Figure 7 shows the central part
of the dust cloud containing dust particles of different
sizes that are moved during a rotating instability. The
very preliminary results obtained in this new reactor
are promising for studying different gas chemistries
leading to direct (in the gas phase) or indirect (through
the sputtering of a layer formed by decomposing
a gas or a vaporized liquid) nanoparticle growth.
New inputs in complex plasma instabilities are also

Figure 7. Zoom in a grown dust particle cloud during plasma
instabilities. Several dust particle generations are observed
giving a complex cloud shape. The electrode center is localized
by the maintaining tube seen in the upper part of the image.
The distance between the electrodes is ∼ 4 cm.

expected. Ethanol mixtures will be first tested and
many diagnostics have been installed in order to
characterize the physics and the chemistry of this
particular mixture plasma: an electrical probe to
measure all rf parameters, a Langmuir probe with
an automated linear drive, an energy resolved mass
spectrometer, an optical emission spectrometer, a
illuminating system with a green laser at 532 nm and
both a standard CCD camera and a high-speed camera.
Ex-situ diagnostics of the deposited films and grown
nanoparticles will be also conducted.

6. Conclusions

These experiments show that nanoparticles can be
easily obtained in typical ccrf discharges as soon as a
thin film is deposited on the electrodes. These results
emphasize that possible nanoparticle formation has to
be considered in plasma processes using gases favoring
thin film deposition or with easily sputtered plasma
facing components. Unwanted dust particle growth
can take place affecting considerably the plasma
properties and structure, and in some conditions giving
birth to uncontrolled plasma instabilities. Dusty
plasmas are media revealing a rich variety of complex
phenomena with a strong spatiotemporal dependence.
These aspects can be detected and analyzed using
appropriate optical diagnostics taking into account this
dependency.
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